Chinese translation techniques of polysemous words in English language and literature from a cross-cultural perspective
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Abstract: With the deepening of cross-cultural communication, the application of English has become more and more extensive. In English translation, polysemy translation in Chinese is a difficult point, and polysemy is the most important semantic feature in English literature. It has the characteristics of complex cognitive context and dynamic translation process. In the process of translating polysemous words in English language and literature, the context of vocabulary expression should be emphasized, and the Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature should be carried out by means of combination of free translation and translation-by-translation. In order to avoid the lexical barrier, the extended word is deduced according to the context of polysemy, and the meaning of the word is explained reasonably. Man-made interpretation of polysemous words in English language and literature. In the translation of polysemous words, we should pay attention to the skills of context expression of polysemous words in English language and literature from the perspective of cross-culture, integrate the linguistic and literary environment, and show the literary charm and cultural background after the translation of polysemous words in English language and literature. To improve the ability of literary expression after the translation of polysemous words in English language and literature. Finally, the validity of Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature is evaluated by evaluating the accuracy of translation, constructing the statistical analysis model of test and combining the empirical analysis method.

1. Introduction

With the deepening development of Sino-Western cooperation, trade exchanges, military exchanges, scientific and technological cooperation and business exchanges between China and the West have become more and more frequent, and China's emphasis on English learning has gradually increased. Under the background of international Sino-Western cooperation, Learning English becomes the key direction of foreign language learning in the future. The study of English teaching methods and learning skills has become an important topic in the field of English teaching [1]. English, as a language with narrower mastery than English at present, it is difficult to learn and is not widely used because of its complex semantic composition, large vocabulary and limited application environment. Especially in the literary reading of English language, the conversion of the corresponding relations between Chinese and western languages is more difficult, especially in the translation of polysemous words into English language and literature, which leads to the low level of Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature. The study of polysemous Chinese translation techniques in English language and literature is of great significance in improving English use and mastery [2].

The process of Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature is a process of language transformation. Combining context and semantic features of language polysemy, adaptive reconstruction of language transformation is carried out, and a variety of phrase analysis methods are adopted [3]. This paper deals with the Chinese translation of polysemous words in
English language and literature in order to optimize the Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature and improve the translation level. The Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature is restricted by the context and using environment, which leads to the low accuracy of translation. This paper studies the skills of Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature, adopts word selection and refinement, increases and subtracts, and disintegrates them. The translation of polysemous words in English language and literature is carried out according to the context and the specific linguistic environment of each word in English language and literature, and the translation of polysemous words in English language and literature is carried out by means of the method of extending the meaning of words into Chinese, so as to improve the accuracy and literary expression of polysemy translation in English language and literature [4].

2. The characteristics and difficulties of Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature

This paper analyzes the Chinese translation techniques of polysemous words in English language and literature from the perspective of cross-culture. Firstly, it analyzes the characteristics of Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature, and analyzes the difficulties in Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature. To guide the Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature [5].

2.1 Chinese polysemy translation has a strong idiosyncratic translation of polysemous words into Chinese

The strong emotional color of English language and literature leads to the rich expression ability of polysemous words in English language and literature. The polysemous words are translated from Chinese to Chinese by word-by-word method, which leads to the translation errors of polysemous words. Each polysemous word in English language and literature has its own emotional and semantic features. In the translation of polysemous words in English language and literature, commendatory and derogatory words are not necessarily absolute, so words and sentences need to be dealt with flexibly. Polysemous words in English language and literature have the characteristics of strong idiom translation [6]. It is difficult for many phrases to explain the literary charm of the original text by using Chinese language habits, which leads to the problem that the context is not smooth and difficult to understand. In view of the strong translation of polysemous words in English language and literature, it is necessary to accurately grasp the word order and semantic information in the Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature, and combine the fractal method of semantic structure to translate polysemous words into Chinese.

2.2 Polysemy in English language and literature has a large derivative

Polysemous words in English language and literature have the characteristic of strong derivative, each language vocabulary will have different derived meanings, it is easy to appear the problems of confusing sentence structure and vague vocabulary translation in the translation of the original text, and cannot express the content of the original text accurately. Influence the logic and rationality of the whole translation. Polysemous words in English language and literature tend to produce multiple meanings in terms of sentence patterns and vocabulary, and different translation results will appear in the translation process of sequence and reverse order. Therefore, in the translation of polysemous words in English language and literature, it is necessary to adopt comprehensive and changeable translation techniques in order to avoid translation errors.

2.3 Polysemy is easy to appear in Chinese translation of English language and literature

Polysemy in English language and literature has the character of word meaning quotation, which leads to the polysemy of one word in Chinese translation of English language and literature, resulting in the disorder of translation sentences and information in the process of Chinese translation, which
leads to the smooth translation of English language and literature. Fluency and expressive ability cannot translate the original flavor of English language and literature. In some cases, the polysemy of English language and literature, which expresses the same thinking content, is influenced by the polysemy of one word, which leads to the deviation in Chinese expression and the difficulty of language translation. The polysemy of English language and literature also has the problem of participle isomorphism in the expression of emotion color. It is easy to appear misunderstanding in style color and language color, which leads to the lack of emotion expression ability in the translated text.

3. English language and literature polysemy translation techniques

Aiming at the problems and characteristics of polysemy translation in English language and literature, this paper probes into the translation techniques of polysemous words in English language and literature. In the process of translation of polysemous words in English language and literature, the context of lexical expression should be emphasized, and the translation of polysemous words into Chinese should be carried out in combination with semantic correlation analysis [8]. In order to improve the accuracy and semantic expression of Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature, Chinese translation of polysemous words is carried out by means of combination of word selection and refinement, addition and subtraction, and extension of word meaning [7].

3.1 Language contrast method

Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature is the most basic method by means of sentence-by-word translation, which combines the context of context and the semantic relevance of the two languages in the translation of polysemous words in English language and literature, which is the most basic method in the translation of English into Chinese. Language contrastive translation is carried out to avoid omissions and mistranslations in the process of translation. However, this method is prone to errors in Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature with complex linguistic background and complex emotional color. In order to improve the expressiveness of English language and literature, it is necessary to combine the translation methods of other contexts [8].

3.2 Context derivative method

Context-derived approach is applied to Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature. According to the actual context of language and literature, the method of combination of free translation and translation-by-translation is adopted to translate polysemous words of English language and literature into Chinese. According to the different ways and habits of Chinese and English language, context derivation is carried out pertinently, and the method of vocabulary addition and subtractive is adopted to find the best semantic collocation and correspondence, so as to improve the expression ability of language art.

3.3 Word selection method

In order to avoid the lexical barriers, the word selection and knock method is applied to the selection and translation of polysemous words in English language and literature. In order to avoid the lexical barriers, the word meaning is explained reasonably according to the context of polysemy, and the word meaning is explained reasonably in terms of the context of polysemous words. The artificial interpretation of polysemous words in English language and literature is carried out by means of the combination of extended interpretation and analogical interpretation, so as to avoid the problems of word inconsistency and contextual incompatibility in polysemy translation.
3.4 Addition and subtractive method

The method of addition and subtraction is one of the vocabulary processing methods in the Chinese translation of English language and literature, which strives for the equivalence of the two languages. The method of addition and subtraction is used to split and parataxis of the translated sentences, and in the process of translation, according to the different circumstances of the context, the two languages are divided and parataxis treated according to the different context. A sentence in the original text is divided into two or more sentences, or two or more sentences in the original text are translated into a sentence, which makes the logical relationship of the polysemous words in the translated English language and literature clear and clear-cut.

3.5 Local transposition and extension of word meaning

Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature by means of local transposition and extension of word meaning can improve the expressive ability of lexical emotional color and contextual color in English literature. This paper makes use of the logical grammatical relationship between words in English literary language, carries out extended translation according to the language application environment and context, and carries out partial transposition translation without affecting the accuracy and reasonableness of the translation. Accurately convey the ideological content of the original text.

4. Empirical analysis

In order to quantificationally analyze the translation method of English language and literature polysemous words translation, this paper carries on the empirical test analysis. The experiment adopts Matlab algorithm design, combines the SPSS statistical analysis software to carry on the test effect evaluation. The sampling number of statistical characteristic quantity is 200, the value of training sample is 200, and the test threshold is 0.25. Ten groups of samples are taken for test and analysis. The results of descriptive statistical analysis can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Test sample set</th>
<th>Contrast group 1</th>
<th>Contrast group 2</th>
<th>Semantic difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation sample 1</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>324.4</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation sample 2</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>554.4</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>0.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation sample 3</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>453.5</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>0.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation sample 4</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>15.43</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation sample 5</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>165.4</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>0.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation sample 6</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>143.4</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full sample</td>
<td>4354</td>
<td>454.3</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>0.596</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the statistical analysis value of Table 1 and the method of full sample analysis, the reliability evaluation of Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature from the perspective of cross-culture is carried out, and the evaluation results are shown in figure 1. The method of Chinese translation of polysemous words in English language and literature from an optimized cross-cultural perspective is adopted to improve the accuracy of translation.
5. Conclusion

Translation is not only a linguistics, but also an art. In the translation of polysemous words in English language and literature, we should pay attention to the skills of context expression, integrate the linguistic and literary environment, and display the literary charm and cultural background after translation. To improve the ability of literary expression of polysemous words after Chinese translation. In the practice of translating English into Chinese, it is necessary to use all kinds of translation techniques mentioned above, to understand the meanings of polysemy in mother tongue, to pay attention to the differences between English and Chinese language habits and expression habits, and to practice translation practice in order to improve the level of Chinese translation. In the translation of polysemous words, we should pay attention to the skills of context expression of polysemous words in English language and literature from the perspective of cross-culture, integrate the linguistic and literary environment, and show the literary charm and cultural background after the translation of polysemous words in English language and literature. To improve the ability of literary expression after the translation of polysemous words in English language and literature. In this paper, the validity of Chinese polysemy translation of English language and literature can be evaluated by constructing a statistical analysis model and combining with empirical analysis. The improved method can improve the accuracy of Chinese translation of polysemous words of English language and literature.
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